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PERSONAL STYLE BASE

Your base personality dressing style

is at the core of your style, leave it

out of any outfit and you just won't

feel right. So let's jump right into

the style so you can understand

more about what you're looking for.

DRAMATIC STYLE

COMMUNICATES

The message of the Dramatic style is that

you're dynamic, confident and bold.  

 

You would always rather be looked-over

than over-looked!.
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KEY ELEMENTS

Key elements of the style include a

desire to stand out from the crowd

and so you select bold colours,

high contrasts, angular and sharp

design details and oversized

accessories.  Comfort is not

important - it's the look that

counts.  It's likely that the saying

"beauty is pain" was first said by

someone with a Dramatic

personality style.

 

You'll look for fabrics that draw

attention - from high shine to

feather, leather and fur.  The fit is

always well-fitted and the look is

sharp.

DRAMATIC ACCESSORIES

Your accessories are large scale and noticeable.  

 

Big and bold is your mantra, super high-heeled shoes

in bright colours, with pointed toes and stiletto heels.   

 

Handbags make a statement and are oversized, maybe

patterned or a jewel colour, made from leather in top

handle styles.

To get the full picture on how to dress for your personality as well as discover

your best colours, your figure flattery guidelines and your personal style values

join my 7 Steps to Style Program - because defining your personal style is the

easiest way to have a wardrobe full of clothes you love to wear.
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GROOMING

Your grooming is sharp and noticeable.  You may

have brightly coloured hair, very short or cut in a

super angular way, always with product to make it sit

just how you like it.  Messy is never your thing.  

 

Bold lip colours and a smoky eye are also common,

you are not likely to leave the house without a full

face of makeup on.

 

You'd always rather be overdressed than

underdressed.
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